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Abstract: Securing network traffic has always been a must requirement for any network

application that employs insecure communication channel. The reason is to provide protection

for the transmitted data over the network against unauthorized disclosure and modification of

the messages between communicating parties. A Key exchange protocol is the cryptographic

primitive that can establish a secure communication. The first Key exchange protocol was

introduced by Diffie-Hellman. The purpose of the Diffie-Hellman protocol is to enable two

parties to securely exchange a session key which can then be used for next symmetric encryp-

tion of messages. However, Diffie-Hellman itself does not authenticate the communicating

entities. In this paper, we study on Diffie-Hellman Key exchange protocol. Subsequently

describe authenticated key exchange protocol and One-pass key exchange protocol, which are

the variants of Diffie-Hellman protocol.
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1. Introduction

The need for a key exchange protocol over an insecure communication channel
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is raised to prevent unauthorized access or accidental disclosure of the infor-
mation while transmission process between entities over a network. Communi-
cating between two parties on a public network needs to be secure to prevent
any attempt from attackers to read transmitted messages. Secure transmission
means encrypting the message with an encryption key and then sending it from
one party to another. The problem is how to deliver the key between those
two parties securely. The answer is to use key exchange protocols which verify
identities of each party to another, create and distribute the key among them
securely. Key exchange protocols can be categorized into two categories [1]: key
transport protocols and key agreement protocols. In key transport protocols,
the session key is first created by a member of communicating parties and then
transmitted securely to the other. In other hands, the key agreement protocol
relies on some information from the both parties to derive the session key from.
One of the first key exchange protocols appeared is called Diffie-Hellman key
exchange by Diffie and Hellman [2]. The purpose of Diffie-Hellman protocol
is to enable two parties to securely exchange a session key which can then be
used for next symmetric encryption of messages. The idea of Diffie-Hellman
protocol is to calculate a session key by the communicating entities based on
public parameters that are shared in the initial phase. This type of protocol
is called key agreement protocol. Diffie-Hellman’s effectiveness comes from the
difficulty of calculating discrete logarithms. However, the protocol can only
be used for exchanging secret data without authenticating two parties. This
is the reason why Diffie-Hellman is insecure against man-in-the-middle attack.
The solution for this vulnerability is to use digital signature. Variants of Diffie-
Hellman protocols are proposed since its introduction to overcome different is-
sues and vulnerabilities including the aforementioned one. We can consider the
key exchange or establishment protocols from two perspectives: cost/efficiency
and security. Cost includes both processing and communication costs. To get
low processing cost, researchers should avoid employing public key encryption
schemes such as RSA, ECC and ElGamal. Security means the protocol im-
munity to the known attacks such as a key compromise impersonation attack
(KCI), ephemeral key compromise attack (ECI), dictionary attack, etc. In this
paper, we will survey on the recent authenticate key exchange protocols (AKE)
and possible attacks that can threaten them.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we define the notation
used throughout the paper. In section 3, we define Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol and why it is insecure against man-in-the-middle attack. After that,
we present station to station AKE protocol (STS) as one of the earliest authen-
ticated key exchange protocols. In section 5, we present secure and efficient key
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exchange protocols. Next, we describe vulnerabilities on recent key exchange
protocols and their resistant to the known attacks such as Key compromise
impersonation (KCI) attack and Ephemeral key compromise (EKC) attack.
Finally, we conclude the survey and list the references along with the authors’
bibliographies.

2. Preliminaries: Notation

Notation Meaning
pand q Large prime numbers of group G

g generator of the group G and finite cyclic group of large enough
order that makes Diffie-Hellman problem difficult

XA Static private key of Alice
XB Static private key of Bob
YA = gXA Static public key of Alice
YB = gXB Static public key of Bob
RA ∈ Z∗

p Ephemeral random integer of Alice

RB ∈ Z∗
p Ephemeral random integer of Bob

RD ∈ Z∗
p Ephemeral random integer of Darth

Ki Session key generated by the party i

r ephemeral private key
R ephemeral public key, R = rP
|| concatenation symbol
T time-stamp
⊕ XOR operation
H Hash function

3. Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Protocol

Diffie-Hellman is one of the earliest key agreement protocols appeared by Diffie
and Hellman in 1976. The purpose of Diffie-Hellman protocol is to enable
two parties to securely exchange a session key which can then be used for
next symmetric encryption of messages. In this protocol, there are two public
numbers shared by the communicating parties: a large prime integer q and
its primitive root a. Diffie-Hellman’s effectiveness comes from the difficulty
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of calculating discrete logarithms. However, the protocol is vulnerable to the
man-in-the-middle attack [3].

Let’s assume Alice and Bob want to exchange a symmetric key, and the
adversary is Darth. The attack starts as follows:

• Step1: Darth picks two random private keys XD1
and XD2

to compute
the public keys YD1

and YD2
, respectively.

• Step2: Darth intercepts a public key transmission YA from Alice to Bob
and sends YD1

to Bob. Moreover, Darth calculates the session keyKD2
=

Y
XD2

A mod q. Bob receives YD1
to calculateKD1

= Y
XD1

A mod q.

• Step3: In the same way, Darth intercepts public key transmission YB

from Bob to Alice and sends YD2
to Alice. Moreover, Darth computes

the session keyKD1
= Y

XD1

A mod q. Alice receives YD2
to calculateKD2

=

Y
XD2

A mod q.

From now on, Darth can access and read or/and modify any subsequent mes-
sages between Bob and Alice. Because the session keys of both Alice and Bob
are shared with Darth. Diffie–Hellman protocol does not provide authentication
of the communicating parties and consequently it is vulnerable to a man-in-the-
middle attack. This vulnerability can be avoided with the use of authentication
mechanisms such as digital signatures and public- key certificates.

4. Authenticated Key establishment Protocol

Researchers have been working hard to develop authenticated key establish-
ment protocols using asymmetric techniques. In 1990, Günther has developed
an authentication protocol by the help of Diffie-Hellman and ElGamal protocols
[4]. The protocol was not secure against forward secrecy. Another authenti-
cated key exchange protocol based on RSA has been developed by Okamoto
and Tanaka with direct and indirect versions [5]. Fiat and Shamir [6] have pro-
posed interactive identification protocols which support identity and involve
zero-knowledge ideas. More and more protocols have been developed, but they
were not cost efficient due to the redundancies in communications. Moreover,
these key exchange protocols do not provide keys for future communications.

In 1992, an efficient authenticated key exchange protocol has been proposed
by Whitfield Diffie et al. known as station-to-station (STS) protocol [7]. In a
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two-party authenticated key exchange, the legitimate parties can compute a se-
cret key using Diffie-Hellman and then authenticating each other by exchanging
their digital signatures. As a result, STS should be secure against a man-in-
the-middle attack. Now we will discuss the basic setup of STS protocol. Let’s
assume that the setup data of Diffie-Hellman has been shared between Alice
and Bob, and they know each other’s public keys using digital certificates. STS
protocol proceeds as follows:

• Step1: Alice generates a random number x and sends the exponential gx

to Bob.

• Alice → Bob : gx

• Step2: Bob generates a random number y and sends the exponentialgy .
Bob also computes the exchanged keyK = gxy. Bob concatenates the ex-
ponentials in this order: (gx, gy), signs them using his private key XB , and
then encrypts the signature with K. He responds to both the ciphertext
and his exponential gy to Alice.

• Alice ← Bob: gy, Ek(SB(g
y , gx))

• Step3: Alice computes the exchanged key K = gyx, decrypts the ci-
phertext, and verifies Bob’s signature using Bob’s public key YB . Alice
concatenates the exponentials in this order (gx, gy), signs them using her
private key XA, and then encrypts the signature with K. She responds
the ciphertext to Bob.

• Alice → Bob: Ek(SA(g
x, gy))

• Step4: Bob decrypts and verifies Alice’s signature using Alice’s public
key YA in the same way as Bob did in the previous step. We can formalize
STS steps in the following way:

(a) Alice → Bob : gx

(b) Alice ← Bob : gy, Ek(SB(g
y, gx))

(c) Alice → Bob : Ek(SA(g
x, gy))

We should notice that STS protocol provides forward secrecy as one of the
desirable properties in authenticated key exchange protocols. This is achieved
due to the Diffie-Hellman protocol which will employs short-term keys for sub-
sequent sessions. The private keys of Alice and Bob are long-term keys and
if either one is compromised, the previous sessions are unaffected. Another
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property of STS protocol is that it is efficient and does not need redundant ex-
change of elements with each session due to the use of certificates that shorten
the exchange process without consulting a central authority.

Designing secure AKE protocol is a non-trivial problem. Security loopholes
in a variety of protocols have been discovered later, after they were adopted.
A new type of attack called key compromise impersonation attack (KCI) has
been considered to AKE protocol in 1996 by Just and Vaudenay [8]. KCI, as its
name indicates, is the situation in which the adversary discloses the private key
of either party and be able to masquerade as either legitimate party. Recent
AKE protocols are examined to KCI attack. For example, the efficient one-pass
asymmetric AKE has been examined by K. Chalkias et al. in 2008 [1].

The Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) model is a formal method to design and an-
alyze secure key agreement protocols by satisfying some desirable security at-
tributes [9]. This model has been extended by LaMacchia et al. [10] to formally
consider a new problem called the ephemeral key compromise (EKC) attack.
Ephemeral key is a cryptographic key generated once for each key establishment
session. EKC involves disclosing the private, ephemeral keys of either party or
then computing the session key consequently by the adversary.

There are several key exchange protocols proposed either to improve the
secrecy of existing ones or to make new ones that cover a specific need [11] [12]
[13] [14] [15] [16]. Complexity, high computational and communication cost
of proposed protocols make them not proper for applications that require one
way communication. Examples of these applications include email, SMS and
printers. In these applications, the receiving party cannot reply instantly or
will not reply as in case of printers. To meet the requirements of these new
applications, key exchange protocols have been developed [15] [17]. In these
protocols, one and only one of the party members are responsible of session
key creation. For this reason, these protocols are called one-pass two-party key
exchange protocol.

One-pass key exchange protocols are mostly authenticated implicitly. This
means the two communicating parties assume that they are the only ones who
know the value of the session key and no one else can learn this value. This is
considered an advantage for one-pass protocols. However, this type of key ex-
change protocols cannot provide known key security against the attacker when
the later has already recorded a previous run of the protocol and used it for
replay attacks. Other drawbacks of one-pass protocols include not supporting
perfect forward secrecy (PFS), lack of key control and pruning to key compro-
mise impersonation attacks. The last drawback leads to serious consequences
such as reading past/future messages and extracting new information that is
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not even exchanged between the parties. This makes studying the attack deeply
a motivation to propose a protocol that resists it.

5. One-Pass Protocols

One-pass protocols allow both parties Alice and Bob to establish a session key
after sending a single message from Alice to Bob in case an authenticated copy
of Bob’s public key is already with Alice. Two-pass protocol is made one-pass
by replacing Bob’s ephemeral public key with his static public key [18]. K.
Chalkias et al. [1] have used this technique to convert two-pass protocols to
one-pass such as converting Unified Model (UM) [19], Key Exchange Algorithm
(KEA) [20] and modified version of KEA(KEA+) [21]. It’s assumed that each
party among Alice and Bob has already the static private and public keys. The
public key is already delivered between party members and verified by each one
of them. Based on this assumption, the converted protocols work as follows:

1. Conversion of Unified Model to One-Pass Protocol

• Alice generates an ephemeral key pair (r,R) and sends the public
ephemeral key R along with her identity IDA to Bob. Note that the
ephemeral key pair is randomly created for each session. This key
is used once and then destroyed as the session ends so that it is not
going to be recoverable.

• Bob receives the public ephemeral key from Alice. He computes the
session key Kb = XBYA ⊕XB .R

• Alice computes the session key Ka = XAYB ⊕ YB.r

• Conversion of Key Exchange Algorithm (KEA)to One-Pass Protocol

– Alice generates an ephemeral key pair (r,R) and sends the public
ephemeral key R along with her identity IDA to Bob.

– Bob receives the public ephemeral key from Alice. He computes
the session key

Kb = XBYA ⊕XB .R

• Alice computes the session key Ka = XAYB ⊕ YB.r

1. Conversion of Key Exchange Algorithm (KEA+) to One-Pass Protocol
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• Alice generates an ephemeral key pair (r,R) and sends the public ephemeral
key R along with her identity IDA to Bob.

• Bob receives the public ephemeral key from Alice. He computes the ses-
sion key

Kb = H(XB .YA,XB .R ⊕ IDA ⊕ IDB)

• Alice computes the session key

Ka = H(XA.YB, rYB ⊕ IDA ⊕ IDB)

Now these converted protocols are considered one-pass protocols since they need
only one pass to complete key establishment.

4.3 Compromise Impersonation Attack (KCI)
The focus now is to describe and examine the key compromise imperson-

ation attack (KCI) and how it can lead to serious consequences [26].
KCI attacks are too risky as it allows the attacker to get information actively

by masquerading as trusted party for the corrupted party. This results in
different attack scenarios as following:

• KCI attack lets the corrupted party to receive information and data which
threatens him such as viruses, malware and spyware. Usually this content
is received by the victim as it is from trusted sources while it is not.

• KCI can cheat the victim by showing the attacker as trusted online
store asking for credit information. KCI lets the attacker to impersonate
trusted wireless connection which tricks the victim.

Before going into details of this vulnerability on one-pass key exchange pro-
tocols, it is important to denote that all public keys are stored in a trusted
directory called Certificate Authority (CA). This means all parties can be au-
thenticated.

Assuming one of the parties’ private key has been compromised by an at-
tacker. In addition to the ability of the attacker to impersonate the attacked
party to others, he can also attack the same party without his knowledge
by masquerading as any other party! For this reason, a resistance to key-
compromise impersonation attack is a must to reduce the damage that may
occur if a private key is disclosed by anyway. Several enhancements are pro-
posed to offer resistance against KCI attacks as in [10] [17] [22][25]
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1. Types of KCI Attack

K. Chalkias et al. [1] have classified KCI attacks into two types. In the first
type, the attacker masquerades as a trusted party to the victim. This type of
attack works as following:

• The attacker, Darth, discloses the private key of Alice already in some
way.

• Since Darth knows the private key of Alice, he starts a new session with
her showing himself as a trusted party as (Bob) for her. He creates and
sends ephemeral public (R) to her.

• Now, Darth acts as if he is Bob to Alice. What makes Alice trust him
is that Darth can compute the session key with her because he already
knows her private key.

What makes this type of attack possible with one-pass protocols is missing
of sender verification, process. If sender is verified by the receiver, he is not
going to be able to masquerade as another trusted entity.

There is a possible solution suggested by K. Chalkias et al. to this type of
attack. The solution is to force the sender to send his digital signature with
his ephemeral public key (R). Moreover, the sender must attach the receiver’s
identity in the signed message so that the attempt to exploit a protocol run
between trusted party and someone else can be avoided. The suggested solution
doesn’t cover replay attacks. However, it can be reduced by embedding time
stamp T so that the receiver examines T. If there is much time passed since the
time of protocol run, then he drops the session. Otherwise, he accepts it[25][26].

The second type of KCI attack succeeds with almost all one-pass protocols.
In this type:

• The attacker, Darth, has Bob’s long term private key in some way.

• If Alice imitates a session with Bob, and if Darth sniffs a message going
from Alice to Bob, then Darth can compute the session key between the
two parties.

• Darth now is able to impersonate Alice and only Alice to Bob in the
current active session only.

Compared to the first type of KCI attack, this type is considered limited
as it cannot impersonate any entity at any time. However, there is no obvious
solution to this type.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a survey on key exchange protocols and possible attacks on the
recent ones are presented. We surveyed on secure and efficient key exchange pro-
tocols. We presented a key compromise impersonating attack and an ephemeral
key compromise attack on recent protocols such as one-pass to test the security
resistance factors of each protocol.
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